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BAR BRIEFS
THE COUNTRY REPORTS
The American Bar Association sent out 225 questionnaires dealing
with the matter of law enforcement. It is interesting to note the ranking
given to the various subjects covered, particularly with respect to the
first five.
Reports from rural communities gave the following listing:
1. Criminal Procedure; 2. Arousing the Bar; 3. Police; 4. Prosecutors;
5. Relation between Politics and Crime; 6. The Lawyer Criminal;
7. Racketeering; 8. Kidnaping; 9. Federal vs. Local Administration of
Justice.
The reports from urban centers endorsed the following rating:
1. Criminal Procedure; 2. Police; 3. Relation between Politics and
Crime; 4. Arousing the Bar; 5. Prosecutor; 6. The Lawyer Criminal;
7. Federal vs. Local Administration of Justice; 8. Racketeering; 9. Kid-
naping.
With this unanimity of opinion concerning the "No. 1" of this list,
there should be no more quibbling by "conscientious objectors" concern-
ing its importance in this State.
THE CONSTITUTION
Mr. Andrew R. Sherriff, who spoke on the "Spirit of the Con-
stitution" at the annual meeting placed emphasis on the fact that the
Preamble of that document was written for the purpose of expressing
that spirit or soul; that the convention labored long in arriving at the
final draft; and that it may well be accepted as representing the ideal,
which the remainder of the document attempts to put into effect through
the designated special machinery. Mr. Sherriff's interpretation, backed
as it was by contemporaneous writings and the convention discussions,
appeared to be shared by the great majority of those who heard him.
The natural conclusion which must flow from such an interpretation
must be that any change made by "We, the people," who are the
sovereigns, if made within the terms of that written document, whether
for better or for worse, ought to be accepted until experience and the
shifting of the opinion of the majority declares otherwise. And we know
well enough that, in the conflict of human opinions, what appears to be
unconstitutional to one mind may not appear to be such to another.
MORE EFFICIENT JUSTICE
The State of Ohio has gone on record against the courts of the
justice of the peace and police magistrate. It approved "that the justice
of the peace court is no longer necessary, the office having been greatly
abused, the administration of justice to the many having been subor-
dinated to the private gain of the incumbent; that the brand of justice
dispensed in these and in the mayor's courts has tended to bring the
law into disrepute and that, therefore, the courts of the justice of the
peace should be abolished and the mayor's courts restricted to ordinance
matters."
As a substitute, for dealing with small claims, it is proposed to
establish a division of the common pleas court (our district court), to
be known as the division of conciliation, arbitration and minor trials.
